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Einstein’s theory of general relativity explains gravity as a curvature in space-time.

But the theory starts from the assumption that any local patch of space-time

looks flat, Temple said. But mathematicians at UC Davis "...show that space-time

cannot be locally...

Read more at www.dailygalaxy.com
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LabSpaces : A wrinkle in space-time - http://t.co/Va405W0o 7 hours ago

A wrinkle in space-time
Mathematicians at UC Davis have come up with a new way to crinkle up the fabric of space-time -- at least in
theory. ...

www.labspaces.net
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New Singularity in Space-Time Found
Einstein’s theory of general relativity explains gravity as a curvature in space-time. But the theory starts
from the assumption that any local patch of space-time looks flat, Temple said. But mathematicians at UC
Davis "...show that space-time cannot be locally... ...
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KurzweilAINews : A wrinkle in space-time: Mathematicians at UC Davis have come up with a
new way to crinkle up the fabric of spac... http://t.co/rROxnmRf 11 hours ago

A wrinkle in space-time | KurzweilAI
Shock wave around supernova 1987A captured by the Hubble Space Telescope (credit: NASA, ESA, K. France
(University of Colordo, Boulder), P. Challis and R. ...
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punksgt : HOPE has now been detained. http://t.co/wOdu9W7V #obama #NDAA #SOPA #ronpaul
#ows #occupy #occupycongress Yesterday

jilevin : Atlantic: Pepper-Spraying Cop John Pike Is Still Employed by UC Davis
http://t.co/SKtsvHt0 #p2 #topprog 2 days ago

Pepper-Spraying Cop John Pike Is Still Employed at UC Davis - Conor Friedersdorf - The Atlantic
Why is Lt. John Pike still on paid administrative leave eight months later? Excessive job protections
negotiated by a public-employees union. ...
feedproxy.google.com
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BREAKING: Christina Aguilera is dead
at age 31. She was found dead in her

home around noon. See Link for more
details:

Mikel Cela, 22 of Mountway
Close,Welwyn Garden City has been

charged with the murder of Darren
Leonard & conspiracy to rob.

Turut berduka cita utk Nella & Kenza
elf indonesia smoga amal ibadahnya d

trima Tuhan *amin*
#PrayForNellaKenzaELFINA

Tragedia en colorado: Video de la
salida de la gente del teatro, post

tiroteo -

GREEN WARNING SIGNAL: Issued at:
07:20 AM, 21 July 2012 (Saturday)

Target Areas: Metro Manila #NCR Metro
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SacBeeEditBoard : Protecting their profitable crops, marijuana growers set out rat poison and
kill rare Pacific fishers. Do they care? http://t.co/CwXCWUhy 2 days ago

Editorial: Wildlands caught in drug war crossfire - Editorials - The Sacramento Bee
Pacific fishers, the weasel-like critters that live in California forestlands, have become the latest
victim of the U.S. pot war. Over a five-year period, UC Davis researchers found for the first time that
80 percent of dead fishers recovered in remote stretches of the Sierra Nevada had high
concentrations of a toxic chemical in their bodies used by professional pesticide applicators to kill

rats. ...
www.sacbee.com

elliottjustin : UC Davis pepper spray cop on paid leave 8 months later http://t.co/Jz08fDtd even as
internal probe completed in March http://t.co/Sw1kT04z 3 days ago

conor64 : Pepper spraying cop John Pike is still employed at UC Davis http://t.co/d1OeeJ1n Why?
Excessive job protection negotiated by his union. 3 days ago

americablog : Pepper-spray cop John Pike still on payrall at UC Davis http://t.co/nO4kJDOC 3 days

ago

US Politics | AMERICAblog News: Pepper-spray cop John Pike still on payrall at UC Davis
...
www.americablog.com
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"What's so nice about Harry Potter?"
If you tried picking up the book and

reading it maybe you'll be as obsessed as
me too.

Im Loud & I'm Proud! Let it SHOW RT
wwwbighagUR Statement is ridiculous

RE Romney--Obama was looking at notes as
well.Your hatred is showing

Baton Rouge teenager wounded in
Colorado movie shooting

EU FALO GAY, BUCETA , PORRA,
MERDA, CU, BUNDA, CACETE O

TWITTER É MEU, QUER SANTIDADE VÁ
SEGUIR A MADRE TERESA DE CALCUTÁ.

12 killed, 38 injured, & the youngest
patient was only 3 months old. R-t for

respect. (If u don't hv a heart keep
scrolling #theatershooting
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Oh, look! James Holmes has a YouTube
video supporting Occupy Wall St. Go
figure. Hair Cc: @Brian
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